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Abstract: Oxygen (O2) is the substance irreplaceable of the body's metabolism, which is not only the primary consumable 

of life activities, but also provide the input energy for the whole body. Importantly, the O2 supply will act as an important role 

in the field of tumor theranostics. Herein, we successfully construct a radioactive nano-oxygen generator (177Lu-APPs-PEG) 

with superior properties, which can not only realize a high-performance radioisotope labelling, but also unfreeze the limitation 

of O2 dependence of internal radioisotope therapy (IRT). More importantly, such nano-oxygen generator also can effectively 

enhance the infiltration of cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) in distant tumors and reduce tumor metastasis. Meanwhile, the increase 

of O2 in tumor-site can affect the metabolism of tumor cells and regulatory T (Treg) cells to reduce cancer cells proliferation 

by down-regulating the expression of hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) and c-Myc. In short, the strategies we designed 

provide a new idea for the influence of nano-enzymes on tumor metabolism and immunotherapy. 
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1. Introduction 

Oxygen (O2) is the substance irreplaceable for the body's metabolism, which is not only the primary consumable of life 

activities, but also provide the input energy for the whole body [1]. Importantly, the degree of oxygen supply determines the 

health of the body. When the body lacks O2, various disease such as anemia, vascular embolism, altitude sickness and other 

diseases will usually appear [2-6]. Similarly, O2 also acts as an indispensable role in terms of cancer theranostics [7, 8]. 

Especially for solid tumors, the rapid growth of tumor cells will generally exceed their blood supply, resulting in the hypoxic 

microenvironment [9]. Local hypoxia in tumor tissues can increase the level of HIF-1α and up-regulate vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) expression, which will further facilitate the tumor angiogenesis, tumor growth and metastasis [10-13]. 

Seriously, cancer cells will resistant to radiotherapy and most chemotherapy under such conditions (hypoxic TME) [14-18]. 

The hypoxic microenvironment can further stimulate tumor cells to produce adenosine molecules, further inducing nearby 

cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) and natural killer (NK) cells into a dormant state [19, 20]. According to the recent literatures, the 

increase of O2 contents in tumor site could promote the degradation of HIF-1α, further leading to the alterations in the tumor 

metabolism [21-23].  

Therefore, the relieving of cancer hypoxic microenvironment and increasing the O2 in lesion site may provide a potential 

method for improving the therapeutic efficiency of tumor. Michail Sitkovsky et al. performed 40~60% O2 supplement therapy 

on mice with lung cancer and found that the supplement of O2 could regulate the TME, allowing more immune cells to enter 

the tumor-site to produce an anti-tumor immune response, which further inhibit tumor growth [24]. Except directly supplying 

O2 to the body, various O2 carriers (such as hemoglobin and perfluorocarbons) have been designed to efficiently deliver O2 to 

tumor-site to relieve the hypoxic microenvironment [25, 26]. Usually, the amount of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in tumor-site 

tends to be higher than that in normal tissues, which is also one of the reasons for promoting tumor invasion and metastasis 

[27-30]. However, this feature (high concentration of H2O2 in the tumor sites) also provides more strategies for tumor 

treatment, such as catalysing the decomposition of H2O2 in tumor-site to generate O2 in situ [31-34]. Therefore, catalyze-like 

O2 generators such as manganese dioxide (MnO2) and gold-platinum (Au-Pt) nanoparticles have been exploited for 

endogenous relieving tumor hypoxic microenvironment. Due to the characteristics of low price and high catalytic performance, 

such O2 generators have been used in the combination of photodynamic (PDT), photothermal (PTT), chemotherapy, 

immunotherapy and other therapies, and has produced an excellent synergistic therapeutic effect for cancer [8, 35-39]. In 

addition, the efficacy of internal radiotherapy will also be affected by the tumor hypoxic microenvironment [40, 41].  

In this work, we were committed to prepare a nano-oxygen generator based on the composites of metal-organic framework 

(MOF) and Au-Pt (APPs), which could not only carry out stable radionuclide labelling, but also efficiently catalyze the 

decomposition of H2O2 at tumor-site to produce O2, further unfreezing the limitation of O2 dependence in internal radioisotope 

therapy (IRT). More importantly, the increase of local O2 in distal tumor further heightened the anti-tumor immune response 

of body after IRT, and meanwhile promoted the infiltration of cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) into the solid tumors. The relieving 

hypoxic microenvironment in tumor using such O2 generator would affect the glycometabolism through downregulating HIF-

1α and c-Myc of tumor cells and regulatory T cells (Tregs), further reducing the activity of tumor cells and Tregs, thereby 

slowing down cancer cell proliferation. Based on the above-mentioned dual effects, the growth of distal tumors was 

suppressed remarkably after the elimination of primary tumor (Scheme 1). In general, the radioactive nano-oxygen generator 

we developed provided a new way for the combination of radiotherapy and immunotherapy, as well as a new idea for the 
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influence of nano-enzymes on tumor metabolism and immunotherapy in the future. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials and Characterization 

Meso-Tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine, benzoic acid, zirconium dichloride oxide octahydrate, sodium borohydride 

(NaBH4), chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6·6H2O) and chloroauric acid hydrate (HAuCl4·4H2O) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Antibodies for cell markers and tissue slices were obtained from eBioscience and Abclonal. Radioisotope 177LuCl3 

was purchased from ITG ISotope TechnologiES Garching GmbH. Characterization of morphology was obtained by a FEI 

TecnaiG2F20 Field emission transmission electron microscope. The hydrodynamic diameters and zeta potentials were 

determined by Zetasizer Nano ZS90. Cell analyses were tested by FACSVerse flow cytometer and scanning confocal laser 

microscope (FV1200, Olympus). The radioactivity was detected by gamma counter (Berthold Technologies GmbH & Co.KG) 

and radioactivity meter. SPECT/CT images were obtained through a U-SPECT+/CT imaging system (MILABS). 

2.2 Synthesis of PCN-224 (PCNs) 

PCNs was prepared through solvothermal method [42]. In details, 25 mg Meso-Tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine, 700 mg 

benzoic acid and 75 mg zirconium dichloride oxide octahydrate were evenly dispersed in 30 mL N,N-Dimethylformamide 

(DMF). Whereafter, the above mixture was stirred and heated to 90 °C for 1 h and then cooled to 25 °C. PCNs were obtained 

via centrifugation and then washed by DMF for 3 times at 15,000 rpm for 5 min. PCNs was saved in 2 mL DMF for next 

experiments in the end.  

2.3 Synthesis of Au-Pt@PCN-224 (APPs) 

1 mL PCNs in DMF was firstly mixed with 1 mL methyl alcohol overnight and then washed with deionized water to remove 

organic solvent for 3 times. Afterwards, PCNs was dispersed in 30 mL water under ice bath condition and 7.5 μL 

HAuCl4·4H2O (1 M) and H2PtCl6·6H2O (1 M) were added to the above solution with stirring, respectively. Thereafter, 1.75 

mL NaBH4 (1 mg/mL) ice-cold solution was dropwise added into the mixture to in-situ grow Au-Pt nano-enzyme on the 

surface of PCNs for 1 min. Finally, Au-Pt@PCNs (APPs) were washed with H2O for 3 times and dispersed in H2O or DMF. 

For PEG-modification, 10 mg APPs and 100 mg C18-PMH-terminated PEG (C18-PMH-PEG) were dissolved in 500 μL DMF, 

which was then dropwise added into 10 mL H2O under stirring. After 6 h, the PEG modified APPs (APPs-PEG) were dialyzed 

(MWCO: 8–14 kDa, Dalian MeiluneBiotechnology Co, LTD) in H2O for 24 h to remove DMF. The PEG modification of 

PCNs was similar to above. 

2.4 Catalase activity and oxygen production 

To verify catalase activity of APPs-PEG, the consumption of H2O2 was firstly investigated by an indicator, titanium sulfate 

(Ti(SO4)2), which can occur a chromogenic reaction with H2O2 [[34]] . Briefly, Ti(SO4)2 (100 mg) was dissolved into H2SO4 

(16.66 mL) and further diluted by H2O to 100 mL (solution A). Catalase activity of APPs-PEG was evaluated by mixing 

APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) with H2O2 (0.01 M) (solution B). For every 10 min, 2.65 mL of solution A was mixed with 350 μL of 

solution B to obtain a mixture. The UV-vis absorbance of mixed solution was recorded at 405 nm. To further study the nano-

enzyme activity of APPs-PEG, CAT Kit (A007-1-1, Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute) was used to detect the CAT 

relative activity of at different concentration (1.25~10 μg/mL). For oxygen production tests, APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) was firstly 

mixed with H2O2 (0.01 M) at volume of 10 mL, afterwards, the oxygen content in above mixture was monitored by a portable 

dissolved oxygen meter. 

2.5 Radioisotope Labelling and labelling stability assay 

For 177Lu labelling, 2 mCi of 177Lu (177LuCl3) in 0.05 M hydrochloric acid solution (5 μL) was mixed with APPs-PEG or 

PCNs-PEG (250 μL, 5 mg/mL) in deionized water, respectively, and then sufficiently stirred at 35 °C for 25 min. 177Lu labelled 

APPs-PEG (177Lu-APPs-PEG) or 177Lu labelled PCNs-PEG (177Lu-PCNs-PEG) were obtained after ultra-filtration 

purifications for three times. The labelling efficiency were 95.79 % and 94.96 %, respectively. The radiostability method were 

conducted according to our published work [50]. 

2.6 In vitro experiments 

The 4T1 mouse breast cancer cell line (4T1 cells) and human umbilical vein endothelial cell line (HUVEC) were obtained 

from Cell Source Center, Chinese Academy of Science (Shanghai, China) and cultured under the standard conditions. For 

biocompatibility evaluation, different concentration of APPs-PEG (0 ~ 200 μg/mL) were co-incubated with 4T1 or HUVEC 

cells for 24 h, and the relative cell viabilities were detected by Cell Counting Kit-8 analysis. For cellular uptake, APPs-PEG 
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(100 μg/mL) were co-cultured with 4T1 cells for different time (2~12 h) and then harvested for flow cytometry (FACSVerse, 

BD) assay after washing with PBS for 3 times.  

For in vitro IRT studies, 177Lu-PCNs-PEG and 177Lu-APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) were co-incubated with 4T1 cells at different 

radioactive dose (177Lu: 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5, and 10 μCi) for 24 h under normoxia or hypoxia conditions, respectively. Then, the 

relative cell viabilities were detected by Cell Counting Kit-8 analysis. 

For the clonogenic assay, 4T1 cells were seeded in 6-well plates at densities of 400-1000 cells per well. Afterwards, cells 

were incubated with 177Lu-PCNs-PEG and 177Lu-APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) with different radioactive dose (177Lu: 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 

and 20 μCi) for 24 h. The surviving fractions were calculated at different time points. 

2.7 Tumor model 

Female BALB/c mice (6~8 weeks) were obtained from Changzhou Cavins Experimental Animal Co. LTD. Animal 

experiments were performed according to the protocols approved by Soochow University Laboratory Animal Center. 4T1 

cells (2×106) in 50 μL PBS were subcutaneously injected in back of each BALB/c mouse to construct subcutaneous tumor 

model. All mice were random allocation in experiments. When the volume of tumors exceeded 1,000 mm3 (Vtumor=length * 

width2/2), mice will be euthanized through carbon dioxide suffocation. 

2.8 In vivo experiments 

4T1 tumor bearing mice were i.v. injected with 200 μL 177Lu-APPs-PEG (500 μCi, 800 μg/mL corresponding to APPs-

PEG) and SPECT/CT images were obtained at different time. For bio-distribution assay, 4T1 tumor-bearing mice were i.v. 

injected with 177Lu-APPs-PEG (100 μCi). Mice were then euthanized at 24 h post-injection to obtain the major organs and 

tumors for gamma counter test. 

For subcutaneous tumors treatment, tumor-bearing mice allocated into 5 groups. when tumors volume attained ~85 mm3, 

mice were i.v. injected APPs-PEG (200 μL, 800 μg/mL), Free 177Lu (200 μL, 300 µCi), 177Lu-PCNs-PEG (200 μL, 800 μg/mL, 

300 µCi), 177Lu-APPs-PEG (200 μL, 800 μg/mL, 300 µCi) at 0 day, respectively. 

For the distant tumors treatment, 4T1 cells were inoculated on two flanks of each mouse back. When tumors volume attained 

~85 mm3, mice were allocated into 4 groups (G1: Surgery plus PBS (i.v.), G2: Surgery plus APPs-PEG (i.v.), G3: 177Lu-APPs-

PEG (intratumoral injection, (i.t.)) plus PBS (i.v.), G4: 177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t.) plus APPs-PEG (i.v.), 5 mice per group). Left 

flank tumors were surgically removed in G1 and G2 at 0 day. Meanwhile, 25 μL 177Lu-APPs-PEG (800 μg/mL, 177Lu: 100 

µCi) was i.t. injected in G3 and G4. Mice in G1 and G2 were then i.v. injected with PBS (200 µL per mouse) at 1 and 3 days, 

however, Mice in G3 and G4 were then i.v. injected with APPs-PEG (200 µL, 800 μg/mL, per mouse) at day 1 and day 3. The 

growth of the right flank tumors was monitored every 2 day. 

2.9 Ex vivo analysis of T cells and immunofluorescence slices 

For analysing the T cells in distal tumors, cells were stained with anti-CD3-FITC (eBioscience, Clone: 17A2, 11-0032-82), 

anti-CD8a-PE (eBioscience, Clone: 53-6.7, 12-0081-83) and antiCD4-APC (eBioscience, Clone: GK1.5, 17-0041-83) 

antibodies to distinguish cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs, CD3+CD4-CD8+) and helper T cells (CD3+CD4+CD8-) by flow 

cytometer. For the changes in TME, 4T1 tumor-bearing mice were i.v. injected with APPs-PEG (200 μL, 800 μg/mL) at day 

1 and day 3. After that, mice were sacrificed and tumors were sliced and stained with Ki67 (A11390, Abclonal), Myc-Tag 

(AE070, Abclonal), anti- HIF-1α (ab179483, Abcam) and DAPI (ab228549, Abcam) antibody at day 4. Meanwhile, the c-

Myc and HIF-1α of regulatory T cells in tumor cells were also analyzed by flow cytometer. In details, cells were firstly stained 

by following surface antibodies: anti-CD3-FITC (eBioscience, Clone: 17A2, 11-0032-82) and anti-CD4-PerCP. After fixation 

and permeabilization, cells were stained by anti-FoxP3-PE (eBioscience, Clone: NRRF-30, 72-5775-40), anti-HIF-1α-APC 

(ThermoFisher, Clone: Mgc3, 17-7528-82) and anti-Myc-Alexa Flour 647 (ab223895, Abcam) and then analysed by flow 

cytometer. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 The fabrication and characterization of radioactive nano-oxygen generator 

To construct the radioactive nano-oxygen generator, metal-organic framework PCN-224 (PCNs) were firstly synthesized 

by solvothermal method [42]. Briefly, Meso-Tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine (TCPP), benzoic acid and zirconium dichloride 

oxide octahydrate were dissolved by N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), which was further heated at 90 °C in oil bath for 1 h. 

PCNs, which composed of Zr6 cluster and TCPP, were obtained by further centrifugation and washing. The results of 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) indicated the successful synthesis of PCNs (Figure S1&S2). Afterwards, the Au-Pt 

nano-enzymes were in-situ grown on PCNs through the NaBH4 reduction reaction of HAuCl4·4H2O and H2PtCl6 to obtain 

nanocomposites Au-Pt@PCN-224 (APPs) (Figure 1a). Results displayed that the nano-enzymes were densely decorated on 

the surface of PCNs (Figure 1b). The energy-dispersive X-ray mapping of APPs also revealed the emergence of Au-Pt nano-

enzymes on PCNs (Figure 1c). Moreover, the growth of nano-enzyme had little effect on the size of PCNs (~ 100 nm) as 

shown in TEM images (Figure S1&S2), which was further confirmed by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 1d). To 

further boost the stability of APPs, PEG-grafted poly (maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (C18-PMH-PEG) was prepared 

and used for modification of APPs. As shown in Figure 1d, the size of PEGylated APPs (APPs-PEG) was 105.7 nm, which 

was roughly the same as that of PCNs and APPs (Figure 1b&S2). In addition, we were surprised to find that the formation 

of Au-Pt nano-enzymes could transform the zeta potential of PCNs from 13.9 ± 0.6083 mV to -5.503 ± 0.1762 mV, which 

could lessen physiological toxicity and increase circulation time of nano-oxygen generator in the body. The Zeta potential of 

APPs further dropped off to -20.93 ± 0.5508 mV after PEGylation (Figure 1e). It was worth noting that APPs-PEG also 

demonstrated similar properties to PCNs, such as UV absorption and fluorescence, which facilitated subsequent experiments 

(Figure 1f&S3). Utilizing the TCPP, the porphyrin structure of which is able to form chelating complexes with different types 

of metal ions, in APPs-PEG and PCNs-PEG, the therapeutic radioisotope 177Lu could be labelled by chelation, respectively. 

The results showed that the high radiolabelling yield (95.79 % and 94.96 %) were obtained for APPs-PEG and PCNs-PEG, 

respectively. The excellent radio-stability (more than 90 %) of 177Lu labelled APPs-PEG (177Lu- APPs-PEG) or PCNs-PEG 

(177Lu- PCNs-PEG) in PBS was observed by gamma counter detection (Figure 1g). In general, the morphology and zeta 

potential of 177Lu-APPs-PEG after radiolabelling exhibited no obvious change compared with APPs-PEG (Figure S2&1e), 

which was consistent with the stability measurement (Figure S4). Therefore, we successfully constructed radioactive nano-

oxygen generator.  

 

3.2 Decompose hydrogen peroxide to produce oxygen effectively 

After the successful construction of the radioactive nano-oxygen generator, the oxygen production capacity of APPs-PEG 

was firstly researched through H2O2 consumption test via titanium sulfate (Ti(SO4)2) as a chromogenic agent at UV-vis 

absorbance of 405 nm (Figure S5a). As shown in Figure 2a, the UV spectra of H2O2-Ti(SO4)2 at 405 nm maintained a linear 

relation with different concentrations of H2O2 (1.25 mM-40 mM), which could be used to monitor the consumption of H2O2 

at different time points. During our experiments, we found that H2O2 (0.01 M) could be continuously and completely 

decomposed by 10 μg/mL of APPs-PEG in 40 min, which was in sharp contrast with PBS and PCNs-PEG (Figure 2b). The 

above results could be also supported by a fading photograph of H2O2-Ti(SO4)2 solution (Figure S5b). In addition, we 

investigated the effect of decomposing H2O2 by APPs-PEG nanoparticles at different conditions and found that the catalytic 

efficiency of nanozymes will decrease to a certain extent when the pH decrease. However, a constant temperature of 37 oC in 

the body could completely offset the impact of the drop in pH on the nano-oxygen generator (Figure S6). Afterwards, in order 

to explore the persistent catalytic capacity of APPs-PEG, H2O2 were tautologically added in APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) every 40 

minutes. The results showed that such nano-oxygen generator could continuously catalyze the decomposition of H2O2 without 

affecting their self-activity (Figure 2c). At the same time, catalase (CAT)-like activity of APPs-PEG was also evaluated by 

CAT Kit, indicating that APPs-PEG possessed 58.58 ± 1.932 % CAT relative activity even at the low concentration (1.25 

μg/mL) (Figure 2d). After ensuring the high-efficiency decomposition ability of APPs-PEG for H2O2, oxygen production 

curve of H2O2-APPs-PEG solutions (APPs-PEG: 10 μg/mL, H2O2: 0.01 M) was further detected by oxygen meter, which 

revealed that APPs-PEG could boost oxygen levels from ~8.4 mg/L to ~33.8 mg/L in 5 min (Figure 2e). Further evidence of 

this could be found in a H2O2-APPs-PEG solution containing a large number of oxygen bubbles (Figure S5c). Meanwhile, 

by repeatedly adding H2O2 to APPs-PEG solution, we found that oxygen could be continuously produced without affecting 

the catalytic efficiency of nano-oxygen generator, which may be attributed to the inherent properties of nanoenzymes. (Figure 
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2f). Such functionalized nano-oxygen generator owned a remarkable CAT relative activity at very low concentrations, efficient 

catalysing the decomposition of H2O2 to produce sufficient O2. All these consequences afforded a solid theoretical foundation 

for subsequent applications at cellular and animal levels. 

 

3.3 Unfreeze the limitation of oxygen dependence of internal radioisotope therapy 

Encouraged by the superior properties, we next explored the behaviour of APPs-PEG at the cellular level. As shown in 

Figure 3a, APPs-PEG exhibited a favourable biocompatibility with different cells even 200 µg/mL, and could be effectively 

swallowed by cancer cells over time (Figure 3b&c). Afterwards, the in vitro IRT of 177Lu-APPs-PEG and 177Lu-PCNs-PEG 

were evaluated under normoxia condition and hypoxia condition through CCK-8 detection, respectively. As shown in Figure 

3d&e, under the same radioactive dose (10 μCi), 177Lu-APPs-PEG exhibited greater lethality for tumor cells under both of 

normoxia condition and hypoxia condition (cell viability of 37.73 % ± 1.39 % and 45.46 % ± 5.26%, respectively) than that 

of 177Lu-PCNs-PEG (cell viability of 47.75 % ± 2.64 % and 65.97 % ± 6.72 %, respectively), likely owing to the supply of 

O2 by nano-enzyme on APPs. Moreover, we further confirmed the IRT capacity of 177Lu-APPs-PEG and 177Lu-PCNs-PEG by 

clonogenic assay, indicating that the radioactive nano-oxygen generator could bring about more damage for tumor cells 

compared to 177Lu-PCNs-PEG (Figure 3f). 

In view of the high therapeutic efficiency of radioactive nano-oxygen generator at the cellular in vitro, we then investigated 

in vivo behaviours of 177Lu-APPs-PEG. Firstly, the tumor homing ability of 177Lu-APPs-PEG was evaluated at different time 

points post administration. In details, mice were intravenously (i.v.) injected 200 μL 177Lu-APPs-PEG (800 μg/mL, 500 μCi) 

and then scanned via U-SPECT+/CT imaging system. As shown in Figure 4a, SPECT signals of 177Lu appeared at lesion-

site, indicating passive enrichment capacity of 177Lu-APPs-PEG for tumor-site compared to free 177Lu (Figure S7), which 

was further verified by ex vivo biodistribution studies (Figure S8a&b). Encourage by the above results, the enhanced IRT 

effect of 177Lu-APPs-PEG was then evaluated on subcutaneous tumor model under supporting of nano-oxygen generator. 

Concretely, tumors bearing mice were randomly allotted in five groups (Figure 4b-f). (Group 1, Control; Group 2, APPs-

PEG (i.v., 200 μL, 800 μg/mL); Group3, Free 177Lu (i.v., 200 μL, 300 µCi); Group4, 177Lu-PCNs-PEG (i.v., 200 μL, 800 

μg/mL, 300 µCi); Group5, 177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.v., 200 μL, 800 μg/mL, 300 µCi)). When tumors volume attained ~85 mm3, 

the mice were treated with the related administration. Compared to control and free 177Lu group, APPs-PEG exhibited a slight 

tumor growth inhibition effect. Mice treated with 177Lu-PCNs-PEG showed a certain suppression for tumor growth, 

prolonging the lifetime of mice to a certain extent. Noticeably, the tumors growth dealt with by 177Lu-APPs-PEG was 

prominently suppressed, significantly prolonging the life span of mice by more than 30 days (Figure 4g&h). Moreover, during 

the process of enhanced IRT, the body weights and in vivo biological safety evaluation of mice including major organs H&E 

stained images and blood hematology and biochemistry were also supervised and no noteworthy changes were observed after 

different treatments (Figure 4i&S9).”. Additionally, hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) staining and terminal deoxynucleotidyl 

transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) assay were also conducted to valuate morphologic changes and apoptosis of 

tumor tissue at 3 day post administrations (Figure 4j&4k). The most prominent cell death was found in tumor tissue of mice 

treated with 177Lu-APPs-PEG. Generally, such oxygen generator we constructed could not only realize a high-performance 

isotope labelling, but also achieve a high-efficiency IRT. Especially in vivo antitumor therapy, by catalysing the decomposition 

of H2O2 to generate O2 at TME, radioactive nano-oxygen generator effectively unfreezed the limitation of oxygen dependence 

of IRT, achieving excellent therapeutic effect and prolonging the survival of mice. 

 

3.4 Enhance antitumor immune response to distal tumors 

The improvement of O2 content in tumor-site has been proved to be one of the important means to intensify the therapeutic 

effect of cancer including chemotherapy, radiotherapy. Recently, with the booming of tumor immunotherapy, O2 has also been 

found to regulate the TME and allow immune cells to enter the tumor for enhancing an anti-tumor immune response. It had 

been proved that radioactive nano-oxygen generator could effectively catalyze H2O2 to produce O2, and possessed a good 

anti-tumor reaction. In order to further verify whether it could enhance the anti-tumor immune response, distal tumor model 

was firstly constructed to investigate therapeutic effect of APPs-PEG (i.v.) after elimination of the in situ tumors by enhanced 

IRT of 177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t.) or surgery (Figure 5a). Meanwhile, tumor retention ability of 177Lu-APPs-PEG was explored 

after intra-tumor injection. As shown in SPECT/CT images (Figure 5b) and ex vivo biodistribution studies (Figure S8c), 

177Lu-APPs-PEG revealed a long-term retention at tumor-site even at 24 h post administration, which was beneficial for 
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subsequently enhanced in vivo IRT. In distal tumor model, when tumors volume attained ~85 mm3, mice were randomly 

allotted in 4 groups randomly (n = 5 per group) (Group 1, surgery (0 day) plus PBS (i.v., 200 μL,1, 3 day); Group 2, surgery 

(0 day) plus APPs-PEG (i.v. 200 μL, 800 μg/mL, 1, 3 day); Group 3, 177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t., 25 μL, 800 μg/mL, 100 μCi) plus 

PBS (i.v., 200 μL,1, 3 day); Group 4, 177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t., 25 μL, 800 μg/mL, 100 μCi) plus APPs-PEG (i.v. 200 μL, 800 

μg/mL, 1, 3 day). After that, the volume of distant tumors were measured. In Figure. 5c, the growth of distant tumors in group 

2 and group 3 showed a slight inhibition compared with group 1, which might be due to a relieved TME or activation of an 

anti-tumor immune response. However, it was worth noting that the mice in which 177Lu-APPs-PEG eliminated tumors in situ 

and further assisted by APPs-PEG showed a great inhibition on distant tumors and survival time of four-fifths mice was more 

than 30 days (Figure 5d). In the meantime, the body weights were also supervised in the course of various treatments and no 

noteworthy changes were observed post treatments, revealing that our therapeutic strategies have no prominent negative side 

effects on mice (Figure S10). Under the premise of such preeminent therapeutic effect, the anti-tumor immune mechanisms 

combining enhanced IRT and APPs-PEG were further explored subsequently. Firstly, to obtain the immune cells at day 7 post 

IRT, cell suspension was acquired from distant tumors and stained by corresponding antibodies to assess the ratio of CD8 + 

cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) via flow cytometry assay. Astonishingly, compared to other groups, it was discovered that 

the ratio of CTLs exhibited a distinct increase, which was up-regulated to 51.93 ± 2.25% after combining IRT and nano-

oxygen generator (Figure 5e&f). This result showed that the improvement of the TME, especially the alleviation of hypoxia, 

is conducive to the infiltration of immune cells to the tumor-site. In addition, at 25 days after the first treatment, some of the 

mice from different groups were euthanized to obtain lung tissues for H&E staining. Importantly, the number of metastatic 

lesions were significantly inhibited by radioactive nano-oxygen generator combined with APPs-PEG (Figure 5g). Overall, 

our experimental results exhibited that the radio-immunotherapy from 177Lu-APPs-PEG plus APPs-PEG not only could 

effectively eliminate in situ tumors, but also enhance the infiltration of CTLs into solid tumors and reduce the tumor 

metastasis by regulating the TME through O2 supply. 

 

3.5 Affect the glycometabolism and slow down the proliferation of tumors 

In addition to directly enhancing the infiltration of CTLs into solid tumors, the increase in O2 levels in TME has also been 

proved to regulate tumor metabolism, thereby affecting anti-tumor immune response [43]. As we all known, normally 

differentiated cells mainly rely on the oxidative phosphorylation of mitochondria to obtain cell energy, while most tumor cells 

rely on aerobic glycolysis [44]. HIF-1α and c-Myc play crucial roles in regulating glycolysis, therefore, the downregulation 

of which resulting in diminished pyruvate to lactate flux can effectively inhibit the glycolysis of cells in tumor site [45-47]. 

Treg cells are a major obstacle to tumour immunity. Whereas, in vivo HIF-1α-deficient Treg cells revealed impaired 

suppressive function, which provides theoretical foundation for reducing the expression of HIF-1α as a method of targeting 

Treg cells [48]. However, the improvement of O2 in TME is the key factor to downregulate the expression of HIF-1α and c-

Myc. Therefore, in our designed work, nano-oxygen generator in distant tumor model may produce a deeper effect. To 

investigate the role and mechanism of nano-oxygen generator, photoacoustic (PA) imaging was firstly carried out to observe 

the O2 content in TME by monitoring oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) in real time (Figure 6a). By PA imaging, tumor 

deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and HbO2 were detected by excitation wavelengths at 750 and 850 nm separately. As shown in Figure 

6b&c, HbO2 (red) signal was prominently increased post i.v. injected with APPs-PEG, indicating the improvement of O2 in 

TME by nano-oxygen generator. A similar result could also be found in hypoxia slices (Figure S11). Moreover, we have 

further evaluated the regulation period of TME by nano-oxygen generator through pimonidazole staining at different time 

points, indicating that oxygen generator could continuously relieve the hypoxic microenvironment of tumor (Figure S12). 

Afterwards, the tumors were further collected for immunofluorescence staining analysis by laser scanning confocal 

microscopy (Figure 6d, e&g). Notably, it was discovered that the expression of HIF-1α and c-Myc exhibited prominently 

decrease after APPs-PEG post injection, which might be attributed to the produce of O2 in tumor site. Surprisingly, the 

proliferation activity of tumor cells was obviously reduced through Ki67 staining in comparison with the control group 

(Figure 6f&g), further proofing that the downregulation of HIF-1α and c-Myc by nano-oxygen generator could reduce the 

glycolysis of tumor cells and slow down cell proliferation. In addition, with the changes in TME and metabolism, the 

proportion of CD3+CD4+FoxP3+ regulatory T (Treg) cells was also found to down-regulate to a certain extent from 33.75 ± 

3.91% to 19.02 ± 6.15% through flow cytometry assay (Figure 6h&i). Subsequently, the expression of HIF-1α and c-Myc in 

Treg cells were also confirmed via flow cytometry assay. In Figure 6j&k, the fluorescence value of HIF-1α and c-Myc in 
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Treg cells notably decreased in comparison with the control group, which further proved such nano-oxygen generator 

mediated metabolic changes of TME could not only reduce the proliferation of tumor cells, but also down-regulate the 

proportion of Treg cells in TME and further enhanced the efficacy of CTLs. In general, in our study, we found that APPs-PEG 

could improve the anti-tumor immune response after enhanced IRT through two pathways, including directly improving O2 

content to enhance the infiltration of CTLs and reducing the metabolism of tumor cells and Treg cells to reduce their 

proliferation (Figure 6l).     

  

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we had successfully constructed the radioactive nano-oxygen generator with excellent properties. Utilizing 

such intrinsic properties, high-performance 177Lu labelling was performed. The remarkable CAT relative activity of APPs-

PEG at very low concentrations could significantly catalyze the decomposition of H2O2, producing sufficient O2 in the tumor 

sites. Given the O2 supplying in TME, such radioactive nano-oxygen generator effectively unfreezed the limitation of O2 

dependence of IRT, realizing an excellent therapeutic effect and prolonging the survival of mice. Remarkably, in the distant 

tumor model, we found that radio-immunotherapy by 177Lu-APPs-PEG plus APPs-PEG not only could effectively eliminate 

in situ tumors, but also enhanced the infiltration of CTLs into solid tumors and reduced the tumor metastasis by regulating 

the TME via O2. Through the analysis of the TME, we further found the mechanism of the anti-tumor immune effect of APPs-

PEG after enhanced IRT, including directly improving O2 content to enhance the infiltration of CTLs and reducing the 

metabolism of tumor cells and Treg cells to reduce tumor cell proliferation. Therefore, the radioactive nano-oxygen generator 

we developed provided a new way for the combination of radiotherapy and immunotherapy, as well as a new idea for the 

influence of nano-enzymes on tumor metabolism and immunotherapy in the future. 
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Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of radioactive nano-oxygen generator to enhance anti-tumor immunotherapy by regulating 

tumor microenvironment and metabolism. 
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Figure 1. The fabrication and characterization of radioactive nano-oxygen generator. a) Synthetic procedure of 

radioactive nano-oxygen generator. b) TEM images of APPs. c) Elemental mapping images of APPs. d) DLS (dynamic light 

scattering) of PCNs, APPs and APPs-PEG. e) Zeta potential of PCNs, PCNs-PEG, APPs, APPs-PEG and 177Lu-APPs-PEG. 

f) Fluorescence spectra of PCNs, PCNs-PEG, APPs and APPs-PEG. g) Radio-labelling stability of 177Lu-PCNs-PEG and 

177Lu-APPs-PEG. Jo
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Figure 2. Effectively decomposing hydrogen peroxide to produce oxygen. a) UV–vis absorbance (405 nm) of Ti(SO4)2 

solution after treated with H2O2 in different concentrations (1.25mM, 2.5mM, 5mM, 10mM, 20mM, 40mM). b) H2O2 (10 

mM) degradation after treated with PBS, PCNs-PEG and APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) at different time points. c) Continuous H2O2 

consumption after treated with APPs-PEG by repetitive addition of H2O2. d) Catalase activity of APPs-PEG detected by CAT 

Kit at different concentrations. e) Curve of O2 generation after treated with PBS, PCNs-PEG and APPs-PEG at predesigned 

time points (H2O2: 10 mM, APPs-PEG: 10 μg/mL). f) Repetitive O2 generation after treated with APPs-PEG (10 μg/mL) by 

repeated addition of H2O2. P values in d were calculated by multiple t tests (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05). 
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Figure 3. In vitro evaluation of radioactive nano-oxygen generator. a) Cytotoxicity of APPs-PEG at different 

concentrations. b) Flow cytometric analyse of 4T1 cells incubated with APPs-PEG. c) Statistic data of (b). Error bars represent 

mean ± s.d. (n = 3). d&e) Cytotoxicity of different formulations (177Lu-PCNs-PEG, 177Lu-APPs-PEG) incubated with 4T1 

cells under normoxia (d) and hypoxia (e) conditions. f) Colongenic assay of 4T1 cells treated by 177Lu-APPs-PEG at different 

doses. P values in d&e were calculated by multiple t tests (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05). 
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Figure 4. Unfreezing the limitation of oxygen dependence of internal radioisotope therapy. a) SPECT/CT images of 

4T1 tumor-bearing mice post i.v. injected with 177Lu-APPs-PEG at different times. b-f) 4T1 tumor growth curves post 

treatments (Control (b), APPs-PEG (c), Free 177Lu (d), 177Lu-PCNs-PEG (e), (177Lu-APPs-PEG (f)). g) Statistics and analysis 

of tumor volume at 16 day post treatments. h) Survivorship curves of mice post treatments. i) Body weight changes of mice 

post treatments. j&k) Micrographs of H&E (k) and TUNEL (l) stained tumor slices from mice collected 3 days after treatment. 

P values in g were calculated by multiple t tests (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05). 
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Figure 5. Boosting antitumor immune response to distal tumors by nano-oxygen generator. a) Schematic diagram of 

local RIT plus APPs-PEG to suppress the growth of distal tumors. b) SPECT/CT images of 4T1 tumor-bearing mice post i.t. 
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injection of 177Lu-APPs-PEG at different time points. c) Distant tumour growth curves and d) survivorship curves of mice 

after post treatments (n = 5). e) Proportions of tumor-infltrating CD8+ killer T cells among CD3+ cells and f) representative 

flow cytometry plots showing different types of T cells in the secondary tumors from different groups 7 days post treatment. 

Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). g) H&E slices of lung collected from mice at 25 day after treatments. (G1: Surgery 

+ PBS (i.v.), G2: Surgery + APPs-PEG (i.v.), G3:177 Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t.) + PBS (i.v.), G4:177Lu-APPs-PEG (i.t.) + APPs-PEG 

(i.v.)). P values in c and e were calculated by multiple t tests (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05) 
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Figure 6. Slowing down the proliferation of Treg cell and tumor cell by regulating TME and glycometabolism. a) 

Photoacoustic imaging showing tumors deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) after i.v. injection of APPs-PEG 

and PBS at different time points. b) The signal value of tumor Hb and HbO2 at different time points. Error bars represent 

mean ± s.d. (n = 3). c) Statistic data of (b) at 12 h. d) The immunofluorescence slices of HIF-1α expression in tumors (blue: 

nucleus, green: HIF-1α). e) The immunofluorescence slices of c-Myc expression in tumors (blue: nucleus, red: c-Myc). f) The 

immunofluorescence slices of Ki67 expression in tumors (blue: nucleus, green: Ki67) g) Fluorescence intensity statistics of 

d, e and f, which were calculated by Image J. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). h) Representative flow cytometry plots 

of CD3+CD4+FoxP3+ regulatory T (Treg) cells in 4T1 tumors 4 days post treatment. i) Proportions of CD3+CD4+FoxP3+ 

regulatory T cells among CD4+ cells. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 6). j) and k) Representative histograms (j) and 

statistic data (k) of HIF-1α and c-Myc expression in Treg cells from tumors. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). l) 

Mechanistic diagram of the role of O2 produced by nano-oxygen generator in anti-tumor immune response and TME 

metabolism. P values in c, g, i and k were calculated by multiple t tests (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05). 
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